The accurate fitting of a line to noisy measurements of points along its length is a much studied problem in the literature. In this paper, we interpret the maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) for line-direction and perpendicular offset estimation in terms of convolution on the RADON Transform of an image which is ideal in a certain sense. We use our convolution-based MLE approach to find good estimates for the parameters of a line in digital images. By interpreting the MLE as a minimal variance estimator, it is possible to show how the conventional RADON Transform can be used to estimate thick (wider than one pixel) line segment parameters, i.e., the direction of the centreline and its perpendicular offset. We compare our new method to the HOUGH Tranform as well as the CRAMÉR-RAO Lower Bound in synthetic digital images.
INTRODUCTION
The accurate fitting of a line to noisy measurements of points along its length is an important and much-studied problem in statistics. It often arises in digital image processing when line features in digital images are sought. Applications of line fitting lie in medicine, in particular, X-ray computed tomography, emission computed tomography and ultrasound computed tomography, strip scans in radio astronomy, electron microscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, optics, stress analysis, geophysics, epipolar geometry and many other applications [1, 2] .
In the literature, we can identify two basic approaches for fitting lines. One approach is from a statistical point of view [3, 4] , where the noisy line points are treated as a list of measurements; usually real-valued coordinates. The other is an image-based approach such as the HOUGH Transform (HT) [1, 5] .
The more general RADON Transform (RT) is a mathematical mapping from one domain to another, one of which can be a mapping from rectangular (x, y) coordinates to a specialised RADON accumulator space. That is, if f is some arbitrary function on some domain and L is any line in this domain, the RADON Transform of f is the mapping defined by the projection or line integral of f along all possible lines L provided the integral exists. In the R 2 domain, the HT is an approximation to the RT suitable for implementation on images or functions of two discrete variables. The RT is defined by an integral equation, whereas the HT is defined by an algorithm. The properties of the RT were first studied by JOHANN RADON [1] .
The statistical analysis is discussed in [3, 4] . A line model is proposed where it is assumed that the measurement errors are instances of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. Additionally, the points are assumed to lie at fixed but unknown distances from a reference point on the line, i.e., not only the angle and closest distance between the line and the origin (or offset) are unknown parameters to be estimated, but so are the locations of the points along the line.
VOSSELMAN & HARALICK [6] have investigated the CRAMÉR-RAO Lower Bound (CRLB) for estimation in the line model.
The central theme of this paper is to show the connection between the statistical viewpoint and the image-based viewpoint. We show that it is possible to exactly implement the MLE in terms of convolution on the RADON Transform of an image which is ideal in a certain sense. Our ideal image model is an unbounded image with continuous values in intensity and in spatial coordinates. The measurements of the statistical model are represented as delta functions within the image model. We further show that it is possible to use the conventional RADON Transform to estimate thick (wider than one pixel) line segment parameters, i.e., the direction of the centreline and its perpendicular offset as opposed to estimating the longest (diagonal) line of a thick line segment which in many applications is not the desired property.
The paper reads as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief overview of the statistical line model, the CRLB and the MLE. In Section 3, we discuss the image processing approach for the detection of lines and estimation of their parameters through the HOUGH Transform. Section 4 defines an ideal image of noisy line points in order to exactly describe the MLE in terms of convolution whenever the RADON Transform of this ideal image is considered. In Section 5, we present simulation results to compare the HOUGH Transform and our new method to the CRLB. 
STATISTICAL BACKGROUND

The Line Model
In this section, we briefly present our line model which is based on the model in DUDA & HART [4] . Errors are introduced onto both coordinate axes as described by BROWN [3] . We assume N points which are measured on a straight line. The measurement process introduces random errors so the Cartesian coordinates
. . , N , can be expressed as
Here, θ is the angle that the line makes with the horizontal and we specify that 0 ≤ θ < π, d is the closest distance between the line and the origin, and the t i parameterise the location of the points along the line. The ξ i and η i are instances of random variables representing the measurement errors. They are assumed to be zero-mean and i.i.d. In addition, we will specify that they are Gaussian with variance σ 2 . Figure 1 (a) shows some data with N measurements along a straight line, p 1 , . . . , p N , displaced from the line by noise.
The CRAMÉR-RAO Lower Bound
The CRAMÉR-RAO Lower Bound (CRLB) provides a theoretical lower bound for the variance of unbiased estimators for a certain amount of data, N , and noise, σ.
The likelihood function for {p i } is as follows
where u(θ) = (cos θ, sin θ) T , u ⊥ (θ) = (− sin θ, cos θ) T . The CRLB (see [7] ) for the line model with Gaussian random variables was derived by VOSSELMAN & HAR-ALICK [6] . We will only state the final results here in that the CRLBs forθ andd are
where VAR[t i ] is the empirical variance of t i .
Maximum-Likelihood Estimation
By taking the logarithm of (2) and ignoring the constant offset and scaling, both of which are functions of N and σ only, the objective function of (2) is the log-likelihood function
It is not very difficult to show that the values oft i which minimise (4) are those for whicht i = p i · u(θ). Substituting this expression into (4) and simplifying, we obtain
Next, it can be shown that the offset estimate,d ML , iŝ
where
Finally, using (6) and substituting into (5), we can express the objective function in (4) as
Equation 7 can be interpreted geometrically as follows (refer to Figure 1(b) above) . We rotate a line about every point in the image by angles ranging from 0 to π radians, and project the points onto a line perpendicular to it. When the line is at an angle such that the empirical variance of the projected points on the perpendicular is at a minimum, then we know that we have obtained the angle estimate,θ ML . This is illustrated in Figure 1(b) .
THE HOUGH & RADON TRANSFORMS
The HOUGH Transform (HT) [1, 5] is an iterative approach to line parameter estimation in images in the sense that it has to be evaluated for each line orientation θ and perpendicular displacement d in a predetermined range. Since a line is characterised by two parameters, a two-dimensional HOUGH accumulator space is chosen where every point in this space represents a line in x-y space. In order to compute the HT of a binary image, the algorithm is as follows. For every point in x-y space, we check for all possible lines which pass through this point and increment the corresponding HOUGH space coordinates which represent these lines. In the absence of noise, there will be one HOUGH space coordinate which will be incremented N times (see Figure 2) , where N is the number of points along the line. This HOUGH space coordinate represents the line in the image. Other HOUGH space coordinates will be incremented zero times, once or possibly a few times. Therefore, the HOUGH space can be viewed as intensity spaces and the coordinate with the highest intensity corresponds to the line estimates. The HT is an approximation to the RADON Transform (RT) in R 2 suitable for implementation on images or functions of two discrete variables. The HT is defined by an algorithm whereas the RT is defined by the following integral equation (see [1] )
where f (·) is an arbitrary function defined on some domain D of R 2 .
Note that due to the nature of the HT, when implemented on a thick line segment, i.e., a line segment wider than one pixel, the diagonal will be estimated rather than the centreline (see the dashed line in Figure 3 (c) on the next page). We address this issue further next.
MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION VIA CONVOLUTION
In this section, we show a link between the statistical MLE and the image-processing approach. The measurements in the statistical model are represented as delta functions in what we call an 'ideal image' (originally proposed in [8] and also used in [9, 10] ). This is an unbounded image which is continuous-valued in intensity and in spatial coordinates and is defined as a function f (x, y), where
If we consider the RT of (9) using (8), it is not too difficult to show that
Defining a one-dimensional kernel
Noting that d is representingd ML in (6), it follows that (7) can be expressed in terms of convolution. That is, (11) is an exact interpretation of (7). In an image-processing setting, one would have to replace R(d, θ) in (11) with the HT of an image. Thus, a procedure for our algorithm can be as follows: 1) Perform the conventional HT of an image. 2) Generate a one-dimensional kernel d 2 and convolve it with each column (i.e., in the d-axis direction) of the HT accumulator space. 3) Create a new accumulator space where each column is the convolution of d 2 with the corresponding column of the HT accumulator space. 4) Find the minimum in the new accumulator space.
Finally, because our algorithm is an ML estimator, if an image contains a thick line segment, our algorithm will estimate its centreline parameters, i.e., the direction of the centreline and its perpendicular offset and not the longest (diagonal) line of the thick line segment which the HT tends to favour and which in many applications is not the desired property.
RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS
We conducted two types of simulations. In a statistical setting, according to the line model in (1), we show that our new technique performs better than the HT on quantised data points that are implicit in images. In an imageprocessing setting, we show that our new technique can estimate the centreline parameters of a thick line segment.
We generated synthetic digital images of lines. A set of simulations was conducted to determine the mean square error (MSE) performance of our technique relative to the HT. MSE performance was evaluated using Monte Carlo analysis. In each trial, a 128 × 128 synthetic digital image was created with 200 (N = 200) noisy points evenly spaced along a line segment with an angle of 329.87
• measured from the positive x-axis. The line length was set to 64 and the perpendicular offset was set to 10.72 from the centre of the image. The centre of the line segment was varied randomly from trial to trial so that each centre coordinate was uniformly distributed between 63.5 and 64.5. In forming the digital image, the positions of the noisy points along the line were, naturally, quantised to the nearest pixel. Where more than one noisy point was quantised to the same pixel, that pixel's intensity was incremented appropriately. The standard deviation, σ, of the noise was varied from 0.75 to one fifth of the line's length. One thousand trials were conducted (i.e., images were generated) for each value of σ.
The MSE values inθ andd for the HT and our new technique are plotted against their corresponding CRLBs (3) for the same level of noise σ in Figure 3 on a logarithmic scale. It can be seen that the MSE values inθ andd start to level off and stop adhering to the CRLB as σ decreases. This is due to quantisation noise. It can be seen that the MSE values inθ andd for our new technique are lower than the corresponding MSE values for the HT.
In another set of simulations on synthetic digital images, we generated a 256 × 256 synthetic binary image containing a thick line with an arbitrarily chosen length, thickness, orientation, offset and placement in the image, as can be seen in Figure 3(c) . We ran the HT on the image as well as our new technique so that we could draw some comparisons between the two methods. The estimated lines of the HT and our new method for the image are overlayed on top of the image. Note that now the centreline is being estimated correctly by our new method. In contrast, the peak of the HT favours the diagonal.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
This paper has demonstrated the link between the statistical viewpoint and the image based viewpoint for line fitting. We showed that it is possible to exactly implement the MLE for line direction and perpendicular offset in terms of convolution on the RADON Transform (RT) of our ideal image model (9) . We showed how the conventional RT can be used to estimate thick (wider than one pixel) line segment parameters. In an image processing setting, we presented an algorithm that shows how our new technique can be implemented with the use of the HOUGH Transform (HT) and how our new technique correctly estimates the centreline parameters of a thick line, as opposed to the HT on its own, which tends to favour the diagonal line parameters of the thick line. We now discuss some future considerations. Our new technique at the moment will break down if the image does not consist of just one noisy line. It is not robust to 'interference' from other objects or lines. It is, in a sense, 'too global'. If we want to have more 'localisation' using our new method, without losing too much accuracy, one thing to investigate is to replace the one-dimensional kernel d 2 with a kernel that is only locally quadratic.
